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Summary  

 

In early 2012, Pfizer acquired the Emergen-C brand of dietary supplements.  While it was a leading 

brand in the Immune Support category, it was beginning to languish, down -2% at the end of the ‘11/’12 

cough-cold season.  The following season, the brand grew driven by expanded distribution and increased 

trade promotion.  Building on this tactical growth, the brand was faced with how to craft an integrated, 

cross-platform communication strategy to continue to drive sales, as well as, build long-term equity.  

Various research modalities, including mobile ethnography, led to a key consumer insight that the 

competitive set was broader than traditional dietary supplements.  This insight was leveraged in the claim 

More Vitamin C than 10 Oranges, featured in the ‘13/’14 campaign, Making Healthy Contagious.  Despite a 

very weak cough-cold season resulting in decreased consumer demand for immune support supplements, 

Emergen-C sales grew +17% and the brand gained +2.4 share points, strengthening its category leadership 

position.  In addition, the campaign resulted in record-high TV and print ROIs for the brand and generated 

incremental sales for the category. 
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What was your marketing challenge?  

 

The primary marketing challenge before the Emergen-C team was how to develop an integrated 

communication strategy on a newly acquired brand with limited consumer understanding.   

Under the prior owner’s stewardship, Emergen-C was a top brand in the Immune Support category, 

but by a small margin and the gap was narrowing.  Quick tactical distribution wins and increased trade 

promotion enabled the brand to turn around declining sales and enjoy significant growth in its first year 

after acquisition.  However, acknowledging these short-term marketing levers could only take the brand so 

far, the challenge became how to build on this success and put the brand on a path to long-term growth.   

Since advertising developed pre-acquisition continued to run during the ‘12/’13 cough-cold season 

and was approaching wear-out, the team focused on developing a new cross-platform communication 

strategy.  The biggest impediment to this endeavor was that gaps existed in the library of research that came 

with the brand, resulting in limited knowledge of the primary consumer.       

 
What was your methodology?  
 

Research was integral during all stages of the campaign development process.  First, qualitative was 

done to inform an attitudinal-based segmentation that was part of a larger quantitative A&U.  From this, we 

identified and profiled the Emergen-C’s core consumer, finding that they took a proactive approach to their 

health; considered exercise an essential part of their day; and preferred natural, whole foods.   

Next, the team utilized innovative research tools to deeply understand how Emergen-C’s consumers 

perceived and connected with the brand.  Through social listening, we identified that key brand 

differentiators were its simplicity, authenticity, and natural heritage.   

Building on the previous studies, in-depth ethnographic research conducted through a mobile, on-

line bulletin board, uncovered that the brand’s competitive set was broader than traditional dietary 

supplements.    

A key breakthrough came from product communication qualitative, where we learned that 

consumers did not appreciate the 1000mg of vitamin C quantification – believing it was the recommended 

daily allowance.  In partnership with marketing, nutritional sciences, and consumer insights, these disparate 

pieces of research were connected together and articulated in the More Vitamin C than 10 Oranges claim, 

which became the cornerstone of the Making Healthy Contagious campaign.  Without the research, this 

simple, yet powerful brand claim would not have been realized. 

The claim was validated in communication screening.  Ideas that included the More Vitamin C than 

10 Oranges claim consistently out-performed those that used the 1000mg claim, because consumers 

laddered to the benefits of value, convenience, and less sugar and calories.     Television copy was tested in 

Millward Brown Link prior to airing.  Results were very strong, meeting internal action standards.   
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What was the creative execution?  
 

The More Vitamin C than 10 Oranges claim was so effective that it was showcased in all aspects of 

the marketing mix including television, print, digital, FSIs, in-store, and outdoor beginning in Fall 2013. 

The Making Healthy Contagious television execution is a :15 spot.   Based on learnings from the 

consumer segmentation and ethnography, the copy approaches immune support with proactivity and 

optimism.  It features a vibrant, young woman happily partaking in outdoor activities including hiking and 

bicycle riding while enjoying Emergen-C.  Others cannot help but notice her enthusiasm and good health.  

She is surrounded with orange, effervescent bubbles as she moves through different scenarios and while 

biking, her basket contains ten oranges.  The voice-over states, “When you feel good, no one is immune.    

Emergen-C has more vitamin C than 10 oranges plus other antioxidants and electrolytes, to help you come 

down with a serious case of healthy.  Emergen-C – making healthy contagious.”   The play on words 

throughout the copy is a nod to the historical problem / solution category approach, but with a positive, 

proactive spin.  The More Vitamin C than 10 Oranges claim is super-imposed on the video to both increase its 

prominence and reinforce its importance.  

The print ad includes a product shot of Emergen-C Super Orange against a backdrop of fresh cut 

oranges cueing the brand’s natural heritage and simplicity, attributes identified as key differentiators from 

social listening research.  The fruit is vibrantly colored, enhancing the ad’s stopping power.  The main copy 

features the claim More Vitamin C than 10 Oranges with the addition of No Peeling Required.  The sub-text 

ties back to the television copy, With 1000mg of vitamin C plus other antioxidants and electrolytes, Emergen-C 

is making healthy contagious. 

 
 

 
 

How did it impact your business?  
 

 

The success of the More Vitamin C than 10 Oranges claim in Emergen-C’s Making Healthy Contagious 

campaign was evident in fifteen key performance metrics. 

 Double-digit dollar sales growth:  Despite a weak cough-cold season where incidence was down -8% 

creating soft consumer demand, Emergen-C experienced impressive in-market results, growing +17%. 

 Increased dollar share:  The brand gained +2.4 points to reach an all-time high dollar share. 

 Household panel data revealed the brand grew its penetration (110 index vs. year ago), buying rate 

(109), and share of requirements (+4.4 points) vs. the previous season. 

 Tracking results were equally remarkable with the brand experiencing significant increases in un-aided 

awareness (129 index), total awareness (109), advertising awareness (118), trial (127), claimed past 12 

month usage (133), brand used most often (145), and conversion (115). 

 Marketing mix analysis showed the Making Healthy Contagious campaign resulted in record-high 

television and print ROIs for Emergen-C. 

 Also from marketing mix, Emergen-C’s campaign was incremental to the category, growing total 

Immune Support volume. 

 

 

 


